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DATA SHEET

Fugue - Autonomous Cloud 
Security & Compliance 
Fugue ensures cloud infrastructure stays in 

continuous compliance with enterprise security 

policies. It identifies cloud security risks and 

policy violations and ensures that they are never 

repeated. Fugue helps you establish a known-good 

infrastructure baseline and can detect any drift from 

that baseline. For critical resources, Fugue can 

remediate drift and unauthorized changes back to 

your baseline automatically-- without the need for 

additional automation scripts. And Fugue provides 

powerful visualization and reporting tools so you can 

easily demonstrate compliance at any time. 

HOW FUGUE IS DIFFERENT

Detect
Scan your cloud infrastructure 

for compliance 

Enforce
Use self-healing infrastructure 

to enforce an established 
baseline

Report
Demonstrate compliance using 
visualization and reporting tools
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About Fugue 

Fugue, a leader in cloud infrastructure automation and security, provides solutions to ensure that enterprise and public agencies cloud 
resources are always provisioned according to a single source of truth—and stay that way throughout the resources’ lifetime. Fugue is 
privately held and headquartered in Maryland. Fugue was names a Cool Vendor in Cloud Computing 2017 by Gartner.

CI/CD Integration - Fugue integrates into a CI/CD pipeline via API 
to scan cloud infrastructure for policy violations prior to being 
fully deployed into production.

Comprehensive Infrastructure Coverage - Fugue provides 
remediation for all types of infrastructure across both AWS and 
Azure* Public Clouds including servers, network, databases, 
containers, IAM, security groups, serverless functions.

Cohesive and Coherent Product Strategy - Fugue is a single 
product company with a singular focus: ensuring our customers’ 
cloud deployments get compliant and stay compliant.  Our 
product and engineering teams have been working together on 
these problems for multiple years, and deeply understand the 
issues at the intersection of devops and security engineering 
(“DevSecOps”).  In contrast, our competitors typically are multi-
product focused and many have made recent acquisitions in this 
space that cause gaps for customers as they attempt merging 
together multiple disparate products with multiple disparate 
development teams.

How Fugue is Different:
Autonomous, Self-Healing Infrastructure - Fugue is the only 
solution with end-to-end automated remediation. If the state 
of infrastructure deviates from the baseline or encounters 
unauthorized changes, Fugue automatically reverts those 
changes back to the baseline to enforce the known-good 
state. With Fugue, you eliminate the need to write and maintain 
dozens or even hundreds of lambda functions needed to 
address every security scenario within your environment. 

Baseline Drift Detection - Continuously scans cloud 
environment and detects configuration drift within minutes. If 
activated, drift detection can address subsequent violations, 
ensuring infrastructure compliance.

Baseline Enforcement - Fugue gives you the ability to define 
what the compliant state of your cloud environment looks like 
to establish a known-good state as a baseline for optional 
enforcement. With baseline enforcement, you’re not drowning 
in false positives or extraneous alerts.  

Immediate Scan Results - Easily scan cloud environments at 
your desired intervals and provide comprehensive report of 
assets for a number of compliance policy frameworks, 
including PCI, HIPAA, GDPR, NIST 800-53, and the CIS 
Benchmark, in addition to custom security controls.

*Azure coverage will be available March 2019


